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New Report Shows San Diego Urgently Needs Major Investment in Public Transit  

 
SAN DIEGO— As San Diego’s population grows, a new report finds that the region’s shifting 
demographics are driving an urgent need for major public transit investments and a halt to 
highway expansions. A move toward investments in transit would protect air quality, prevent 
suburban sprawl and support demographic and land use trends toward pedestrian-friendly 
communities. 
 
The report, prepared by transportation expert Norman Marshall on behalf of the Cleveland 
National Forest Foundation, says outdated assumptions are driving the San Diego Association of 
Governments, or SANDAG, to prioritize highway projects that increase car use and air pollution. 
These assumptions buck established trends among younger Californians, who tend to drive less 
and are more inclined to live in compact urban areas than older generations.  
 
“As San Diego planners update their regional transportation plan, they should seriously consider 
aggressively shifting investments away from highway expansions to public transit,” said the 
Cleveland National Forest Foundation’s Jana Clark. “This report reinforces what we already 
know: a freeway-focused approach to transportation planning will invite more traffic onto the 
roads, increasing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. To keep San Diego moving, we 
need to stop building new highways and start creating a world-class transit system.” 
 
Titled “The 50-10 Transit Plan: Quantifying the Benefits,” the report explores a number of 
social, traffic and land use models and finds they all point to the same conclusion: transit is 
critical to San Diego’s future. By prioritizing transit spending over the next decade, the report 
says, the San Diego area could accommodate an anticipated 31 percent population increase by 
2050 while decreasing automobile use and air pollution.  
 
Given recent legal challenges, SANDAG should consider reassessing its $200 billion long-range 
transportation plan for the region. SANDAG’s existing plan front-loaded the expansion of 
freeways, which will lead to sprawl and reinforce the region’s dependence on cars. That plan’s 
heavy reliance on automobile transportation will also lead to increases in greenhouse gas 
emissions, even though state climate policy and science demand significant reductions in these 
pollutants.  
 
The best way to address those traffic and pollution problems, the new report says, is with a plan 
that would implement 50 years of transit improvements in the urban core over the next decade. 
That would allow the San Diego region to create a comprehensive, integrated transit system that 
would support a shift to more compact, walkable communities. 
 



For more information about the new report and the Cleveland National Forest Foundation’s 
climate-friendly transit plan, go to http://www.transitsandiego.org/50_10_transit_plan. The new 
report was made possible through a grant from the Ford Foundation supporting the 
Transportation Justice Partnership with the San Diego Environmental Health Coalition. 
 
The Cleveland National Forest Foundation (www.cnff.org) is made up of private citizens who 
believe that action must be taken to protect the remaining undeveloped lands in the forest and 
that sound regional planning to build sustainable, quality urban communities is fundamental to 
saving the integrity of our wilderness areas. 
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